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ABSTRACT
This guide for primary teachers of history,

geography, and civics provides them with a comprehensive view of the
social studies. The emphasis is on the integration of the various
social sciences toward the end of producing a student with a well
rounded and international outlook. The guide contains five sections:
1) general considerations for the teaching of the social studies; 2)
the new approach to teaching social studies; 1) the experimental
syllabus; 4) the teachers guide of specific activities to implement
the syllabus; and, cl techniques for evaluation of the material
taught. Considerable detai3 is given in each section on both the
rationale for wha.c is to be done and the methods suggested for the
accomplishment of the stated goals of the social studies. Three
appendices are given which are intended to provide worksheet sailples
to collect and handle information on student characteristics, lesson
plans, intended objectives, testing devices, etc. (CWB)
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PREFACE.

This guide is prepared to help you to experiment in a

new way of teaching the subjects, geography history and

civics, in the primary schools. It is also prepared to help

you to have a new look at the teaching of social studies in

Kenya's Primary Schools.

The contents of this guide have been kept as brief as

possible and in an outline form. The guide is divided into

six sections. Sections I to II introduce you to the term

"social studies" and give you the background and philosophy

of social studies. Section III is the draft experimental

syllabus. Section IV is the guide to the syllabus with

which you will mostly be concerned. The last section,

V, is made to find out if teachers and children have

achieved the stated aims of social studies.

Our hope is that the informatLen in this guide will help

you to become a better teacher of social studies. We also

hope that it will stimulate your rethinking on the teaching

of geography, history and civics. Therefore, we will be

more than willing to have suggestions and comments from

you on this guide, and on the teaching of social studies.

Though, at this time, this guide is directed to teachers

of Primary, I, we hope that other teachers in the Primary

Schools will find it useful. We welcome comments from them

as well.
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INTRODUCTION.

The Phrase Social Studies.

The use of the phrase 'Social Studies' in connection

with the teaching of geography, history, and civics in

Primary schools, may sound something new and strange to

you. It is neither new nor strange. As used in education,

the phrase means the study about man; his environment;

the relationship between man and his fellow man; and the

relationship between man and his environment. As such,

the phrase means studies that include knowledge from

many subject areas relating to man. These studies include

geography, history, economics, politics, religion,

sociology, art, music and literature. This being so, then

in teaching social studies, the idea is to bring together

knowledge from all of these fields and integrate it in

such a way that children can see the relationships between

different subjects. The idea of bringing knowledge from

different subjects such as these that are listed above

is called integration, and is explained briefly in Section

II. 2 and 11.3.

(v)



The Idea of Inuegration.

To the idea of teaching subjects making use of knowledge

from many subjectsouch as those that have been mentioned

previously,is given the term integration.This word should not

scare you.Perhaps the first idea that comes up into your mind,

when you read the word integration in connection with social

studies as defined above,is that,now there will be no more teach-

ing of geography,history and civics as we have always done.This is

not the easel You should think of integration courses in social

studies in the same way as you would of an integrated community

or society.For example,in Kenya,there are many tribes and peoples

of many creeds.There are Africans,Asians,Americans,English,French,

Germans and. Italians.Through the process of integration,all these

people have come together in order to form a more meaningful

associationlcooperation and planning.They have done this without

any losing their identity or association to the group.It is a

better way of forming a society than if each group tried to do

things by itself.

This is the way you should think of social studies approached

in an integrated course.It is a better way of teaching,we think,

because it enables children at this age to see social knowledge

in wholes.It brings better understanding of social problems and,

therefore,encourages a systematic or logical way of approaching

those problems.And above all,it brings about a more meaningful

learning,which stems from children's own interests.An attempt is

made to follow the children's natural way of learning.

We no longer believe that the system of teaching geography,

history and civics,as separate subjects,as it has been done

traditionally,is the best.Neither do we assert that the new ways

are better;but we do believe that by experimenting with new

ways,we may find suitable approaches that will satisfy our current

need.

Zvi)
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Getting Away From Traditional M.thods.

When people get used to doing a certain thing in a

particular way, it becomes a tradition. In teaching we

have become used to teaching, geography, history as separate

subjects. This has become a tradition. Traditional

methods have been with us for too long. Unquestionablly,

the traditional methods have been had for three

reasons:

a) More telling by the teachers to the pupils. This

assumes children do not %now;

b) Children have acceptedsthe information without

questioning it;

c)There has been more memorizati.n of bits of information

or fact by the children without really understanding

these facts. It is only through new approaches to

teaching that these bad habits of learning can be

broken. We believe that an linte&rationtapproach to the

teaching of social studies, is.one rf the new approaches.
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1. General statement:

Since the introduction of formal education in Kenya,

more than sixty 'ears ago, the teaching of geography,

history and civics has been looked upon as teaching

related, but isolated, subjects of study,.Apparently, with

no reasons given, suchsubjects have been neglected in

Stds. I and II, when acculturation and socialization of

the child is at its critical stage. It is therefore

obvious that there is a need to bridge this gap between

Stds. II.IIand III when social studies is introduced to.

. children. It. is important that the child should be exposed

to smooth continuous learning through primary school.
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2.Definiticn.

Social studies may be briefly and accurately defined as

that part of the curriculum concerning itself with the

acculturation of the child;socialization of the child,and

helping him to de161op understandingsokills and attitudes

needed in adult life in which he will eventually find himself.

Acculturation is a continuing development which exposes a

child to the sum total ways of doing things to.enable him to

transmit those things from generation to generation.Socializat-

ion is the process in which an individual matures physically,

acquires habits that help him to meet his needs and wishes,so

that he eventually begins to function as an adult.

From the above definition of social studies.it is clear

that social studies concerns itself with the interrelations of

man to mansand man to his environment.This relationship is

shown in the following diagram:-

LOCAL
COMMUNITY

.\. \

\,

.A.

NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT

WORLD
COMMUNITY

PHYSICAL
WORLD

Fig. 1 The study of social studies is the study of the
relationship of man to:-

1. man;
2. local environment;
3. natural environment;
4. world community;
5. plysical world.

cr
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3.poncepts.

From what has been said in Section 1.2, it should

be clear that the concept of social studies encompases

more than just the study of geography, history and

civics, such as we have been used to. It includes

subjects such as, sociology, economics, anthropology,

political science, art, music literature religion,

phvlolophy and psychology.

The concept of social studies may be seen in the

following diagram:

POLITICAL
SCIENCE

PHILOSOPHY

ECONOMICS,

GEOGRAPHY--;

CIVICS / hPSYCHOLOGY

HISTORY RELIGION

Fig.'2 The concept of social studies draws its
contents from many related fields as
shown above.

10
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4.Scope.

Social studies draws its contents from all of the fields
...

shawn in diagram 2. What do these fields of gtiidy'mean in

relation to social studies?

a), Anthropology: tells us about the physical and mental

characteristics; distribution; customs; legends and myths

of a particular group of people. The study about the legend

of the origin of the Gikuya or other tribes, and their

belief about God, is anthropology. In social studies, the

effect of such belief .can_ be in terms of social

and economic life.

b) Sociology: tells us about the history, development,

organisation and problems of_people living together as

groups. The study of family organisation; classes in a

society; duties of individuals in a society and marriage

customs are examples of acciology. These can be influenced

by geographycal factors or economic factors. This effect and

relationship can be discussed in aa intergrated social studies

topics, and incomparing differenct cultures.

c) Psychology: .tells 1.1s_about.ths-total of a man's or

society's actions: tnmiti; attitudes; thOughts; behaviour

and feelings,. Wha we try tc find reasons behind intergroup

relationships anti their reactions under certain conditions;

or when we try for axampie, to -Lind why a certain group of

people,in a certain area, votes in a certain way, we are

making a psychological study. In this case,. 'social.

psychology.'

d) Philosophy: is the study that looks into how man

thinks; and how-he forms ideals Rbou4i!certain concepts,

For inetaice, great thinka:ts such as Plato, Aristotle,

Betrand Russell, Herbert Spencer and,John Deweypdevoted

much time a:1 trying to -;::lay down their ideas as to the

role of edtiOistionl.and Ale.las of. education itself.

The worka.they.-oroduced are works of philosophy. Another

definition of philosophy, is the study .of the laws

governing reasoning or how man forms certain ideas about

some thing e.g. Plato wrcte down on how he thought an

ideal state should be.

But in social studies, the term philosophy is often used to

mean a set of laws or principles governing our life,or 'why'

and 'rhow" we do things.,

e)LiteratUre:Is another word. quite often. misused.The term

means all writingland,especiall.y,that which is imaginative and

critical in nature.It can criticise social conditions or

political situations.This can be writings of a particular

countrylorregion at a particular time, and considered

to have permanent value, excellence of form, and great
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emotional effect.In traditional society,it is possible to have

oral titeraturelsuch as poetry,lyrics and the like.A lyric is a

song in stanza,expressing emotional or social feelings.

f)Geography and economics: are two subjects often studied

together.Geography,in the broader fieldlmay be thought of as

huma geography and physical geography.Human geography involves

Man in the wise use of the earth's resources and his culture.

physical geography is the study of the physical elements and the

natural features of the earth.EconomiCs,on the other handltells

us how man produces goods and services,and how he consumes these

goods and services.4hen one man with a bag of maize goes to a

local market and exchanges it for a goat,he is invoJ.ved in

economics at a lower level.This is an exchange of goods without

using money,It is called barter.

g)Arts: is used here generallj.When you hear tsperhaps the

first thing that comes into your mind is a painting, or a drawing.

That is true.But art is more than that.it means the human ability

to create or make things that have form and beauty.Besides

painting and drawing,therefore,art includes sculpture,music,
,

architecturelliteratureldrama,dancingsfabric printing and

pottery.Each society is unique in its arts.These develop as a

result of the environment and people's philosophy of life.Music,

as an art,concerns itself with the ability to combine vocal or

instrumental sounds in varying pleasing sounds (melody),harmony

and rythm,so as to produce an emotion of to convey a moral

aspect or an ideal;or even a message,such as the use of the

African drum or horn.The African horn was,and is still,used in

many parts of Kenya.for conveying messages.Most of the popular

songs in Kenya today are tased on actual life incidents and are

sung as a moral.

12
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Religion: is aztudy that has tended to be

,ctonguseclvoften associated, with a particular church,

dogma or creed.liat in Seismal religion is' none of these.

It-is a human belief in superhuman power that must be

obeyed, appeaced and worshiped, as the creatorof man and

his world, in an-endeavour to'seeking the link between

man's world and that of which he regards as supernatural.

Religion, therefore, becomes a way of life governed by

a code of ethics and a philosophy.

The word ethics should not bother you. It simply

means conformity with a code of moral principles: morals

being generally accepted standards of goodness or.

righteous in character. For example, society's law that

-a male teacher should not seduce and defile his girl

pupiis.

i) Political science: is the study that tells us

about political institutions. e.g. the Presidency, the

Parliament, the Judiciary, the Political parties, and

loCal government. When we study how the local party

functions or how the local government makes law, we are

studying political science at a local level. And when we

study how the national government conducts its relations

with other nations, we are studying political science

at international level. Such studies are always

connected with other areas of study such as geography

or economics. The question of Kenya Somali border is a

political one.
13
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But in order to solve this problem we must see it in

terms of historical geographical and economic factors.

No study that did not relate to these facts could hope to

achieve a logical approach and solution to the problem.

j) History! you will have noted that in diagram number

2, history overlays all of the other fields. This has been

done for a special reason. Try to recal your history

courses eit:ier in primary, secondary school or in college.

Then ask yourself, 'What did I really study daring those

history lessons? Wasn't it really a collection of facts

from geography, economics, political science, religion,

etc.?' Take the toplx..*The History of the Arabs along the

East African CoaPtoThis is mainly the study of economics,

geography and culture of the people of East Africa, and

how the Arabs tried to influence and to exploit them.

The Aratz were more interested in furthering their trade

(economics). In order to reach East Africa, they had to

know its location, and the sea routes (geography). The only

historical aspect of such a study is the time relationship

(the when). Therefore, history can better be looked upon

as a dictionary of the 'hows' the 'wheres' and the 'whys'

of human action. What he has thought, what he has said,

and what he has done. To teach facts as bits of isolated

information and lebel them as history, is meaningless and

a waste of time for children.

That is then a brief description of the fields from

which the social studies draws its content. No one teacher
could possibly toaell children everything known on these
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subjects. Theref;re .what has to oe taught, and when to

teach it, has to be chosen as guided by educational

objectives, new knowledF.3e, and the interests and needs of

the learner. Hence, the term 'social iltudies' implis an

examination of certain carefully.selectsd toflics of the

above fields in a more integrated course at Primary and

Secondary level.

At the university level,. this. examination becomes a

science,.,hence the term 'social science'. It is at this

level that the student goes into deeper'study of the

subject, and studies each.one of'them asa unit: This

kind of study and specialization'is not required di the

Primary or Secondary level. If it were done, it would

be impossible to involve the child in all areas from

which 'social studies' as a subject is drawn.

Therefore, the only way to involve the child in all of

these areas is through integrated courses of social

studies.

1..

15
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5.Philosophy:

Now that we have defined SOcial Studies and we have

some idea of what it is going to involve, how do we go

about it?" In life, each one of us has certain principles

by which he lives, Unless one has sound principles,

life becomes a bore, aimless and confused. In order to

have a sound educational system, sound principles or

a sound philosophy of education is essential. In life

we have a goals we define this goal, and we have the

means of going about this goalsuch as,hesiness.to'

acquire riches. And so it is in edUcation; we have to

define t7hat it is that we want to'achieve through it, and

how we will achieve this aim, Now, olr education is'made

up of a curriculum. This curriculum is composed of

subjects among other things. In approaching our education,

we have to approach each subject. And in order to

approach each subject properly, there must be a sound

philosophy for it. Hence the need fOr a sound philosophy

of.social studids. In the past, this philosophy was

defined by foreigneri. Their motives were specific i.e.

de- emphasis of AfrLla i:C4:8 and inatitutions,in short,

de-Africanizing the African anditphasizing European

social and economic aspects of life.

Because of this, there is now a specific need to

develop our own philosophy that will carry us away from

this outdated practice to a more modern one. This

philosophy will enable us to choose proper topics, and

to develop prbper programmes. The following philosophies,

among others, may be considered relevant to Kenya:

a) To inform children of their own culture and

environment and to let them appreaciate these before

they can begin to appreciate those of other lands.

b) To give guided discussions on current developments,

changes in local environment, and problems confronting

our development. This leads to a better appreciation of

the c ountry.. 16
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c). To. instill into theminds- of children attitudes and

skills tirt will help them to adapt and be able to live

in c future and not past world.

d) To, develop the concept of 'oneness' through the

use of maps and globes.

e) To buildaspirit of appreciating our cultural

heritage: the observance of certain lays and events; the

perpertuation of, cultural events, traditions and dances.

f) To develop. patriotism and a sense of nationhood

based on,knowledgeland of our culture, ways of life, the

sacrifices made by our people to attain freedom, and the:

endeavour being made continually to achieve self reliance

and national pride.

g) To devise meaningful programmes of social st dies

drawn from the fields of Sociology Antrhopology Economics

Geography, History Political Science Religion, Literature,

Art and Music.

From our philosophy of social studies, we can now move dh

to an approach in teaching social studies, The teaching

of social studies is based on frames of reference. These

are:

ia Our aims and goals.

lisir Methods of implementation of these goals.

iii. The type of resource materials we shall use to

implement the goals.

iv. The evaluation we shall use to measure ate. success of

our aims.

17
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6.Aims and Goals.

'When we act,6 carry out' a project we-always have an erld

or a goal in mind; there is a worthwhile purpose that we hope

to achieve.If we don't have this goal inindour activity'

becomes unmotivated;our (*orations are unplannedlind our'

method's' of operation' are accidental9 If one were to' get in a

car and drive'to a fork junction without knowing before hand

whether to turn.left or right, one would have to stop at the

junction and'waste time and perhaps cause iacafiveiien&as to

other road users,before deciding on which way to go.This would

be a result of lick of aim, so it is in social stUdieS when no

aims are thniTht of before reaching the Junction.This junction
be

in social studies can' best thought of as the four major aspects

of teaching social studies.In order to reach (form) the kind

of society that we want.These. aims ere:-

a)Behaviour.

b)Attitudes.

c)Skills.

d)Knowledge.

The following diagram should help you see these junctions:-

1313ratn ',

SOCIAL
NEEDS

<1!

SOCIAL 1

AIMS

1 ir

18
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The aforegoing four areas ;determine our aim:. Our aims come

from our social-noeds;learning,growth.and development.Sdeiety,

viewed through social studies,is like, a huge tree,at the

bottom of which are -its-roots,the children who have basic

social needs.These children grow and develop to make society

what it is,just as the roots*maintain the .huge tree.

Themeans through which we meet the needs of these children
.

eventually enable the children to become part of the society.

Since most of what this guide will tell you will primarily,

concern the four. areas above,Let us briefly discuss each one

of .them in the.next.page.

19
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7. Wor Aspects of Teaching Social Studies.

It has been pointed out that the aims of teaching

social studies are connected with the four major areas:

behaviour, attitudes, skills and knowledge. What are the

meanings and implicatims of these aspects? Let us

examine each one of them.

eqw Behaviour.

Because of accepted values, and morals in our society,

we expect certain behaviour from individuals. The term

'value' as used here refers to such things as customs;

institutions of family marriage; acts such as that of

circumsision or initiation. At some point in life, we as

adults or citizens will be called upon to judge this

behaviour in other individuals. For example we may be

required to elect local or national leaders. In order to

be able to dc this we must have a knowledge of qualities

needed in a leader. Hence in social studies we would

study and analyse such qualities.

In real life, this process can be applied both in the

classroom and outside the classroom: electing or choosing

a group leader, choosing a school captaintchoosing a village

leader for youth groups.

b) Attitudes.

In order that we can live in harmony and pea.,..:e, it is

important that we form and acquire the right attitudes.

It is the possessing of the right attitudes, that makes us

respect the law; respect the minority, and respect different

vie-m. Study of topics in religion can lead to form -ition

of attitudes that will make us respect others' beliefs; a

study of the political party system can lead us to form

attitudes that will make us respect others' views and

political beliefs.

c) Skills.

Social studies teaching demands a substantial amount

Ot Airfare-At types of skills. Those may be map skills,

20
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information gathering skills, information recording

skills, interpretation of data skills; or they could be

ability skills such as conducting a panel, chairing a

group or organising a game or a discussion.

d) Knowledge,

The amount of knowledge overflowing'from the educational

reservoir is enormous. Even if we made every effort, we

could never keep pace with it.. Even if we were able to do

so we woull4 soon discover that we would never need all

of that knowledge. Hence in teaching old or new knOwledge

in social studies, what is required is a careful selection

of knowledge to be learnt. This knowledge should be as

functional as possible.. By functional knowledge is meant

knowledge that can be put into practical use, and not one

that will soon be forgotten. It is.a knowledge that will

hAlo pupils develop into active paticipantsAn waving their
.

eziiironmental problems:

21
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8. The Role of Its Curriculum in Kenya.

At this. stage of .educational development. in Kenya,

it has become necessary to rethink about our curriculum;

its role andts reorganisation. Much more so because in
f:.

the past the criteria laid down was one which led the

African to develop a feeling of inferiority, and led him

to.daspise his traditions and values. The raffle of social

studies will be to restore a sense of superiority and
self

pride in our customs; values and " confidence; and to

develop new type of skills, and attitudes needed in facing

new changes in economic and political life.

Durihg the colonial days,and even today the contents

of the social *ladies remain unrealistic and far removed

from the child's experiences. The role of the social studies

programs should be to change this eourse.The contents of the

syllabus should now be drawn from the immediate and familiar

environment and the specific needs of Kenya, that is, his-

torilal, geographical civic economical, political and social.

Since indepedence, there has been many changes in

Kenya in the political, social, and economic life. These

are invitable changes. Such changes bring with them many

problems. Therefore the place of social studies will be to

prepare boys and girls to face these problems..

22
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9. The Teacher's Role:

As a teacher of social studies you will be involved in
preparing boys and %Las to meet social, political and

economic changes.

There is a tenaency for. social studies teachers to

talk too much in their teaching. Because of:the nature
,AvA

of the
ftw

subject matter of social studies. "..Wteachers

think that you canot * teach effectively without talking

a great deal, :They make it their dUty to feed children

with information.. But they forget children. are not like

bloting paper;'and they cannot- therefore absorb ideas

abloting paper would absorb ink.

Just as in mathemitiOs, or science, learning in social

studies takes place best when children discover things-

and relationships between thins.by themselves; when they

look deeper into'things,and probleie under the guidance

of a challenging, competent and understanding teacher. As

a teacher of social studies you cannot bring. about this

kind of learning.by talking a lot. True learning, the

acquiring of new ideas, ekille, and attitAts'cOmee best

when it is gained. by the ;child- himself with your ?plidanee.

It is your duty as a social studies teacher to bring .about

this kihd of learning.

"P
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Personal involvement.

The field of social studies is a very wide one.

The materials in it are limitless. By involving yourself

in ce:?tain activities, you can et the eight artic::s. The

following are some of such activities that are really

suitable for you to do:-

a) Start collecting geographical, historical,

civic,economic and social materials and store them, in

readiness for usa, in an order of sone. kind such as:-

i.Local area (e.g. community).

ii.Location.

iii.County.

iv.Province.

v.Country.

vi.Continent(s).

vii.In tolical order such as the family, the

local council, the roads, self help projects.

viii.In problematic order, such as, the shortage

of food and wat.;r1 illnassass, weather problems, growing

e food and cash crops, lack of social welfare faciliti)s.

You can get information cn these topics from all

local newspapers, magazines, and from both education-;)

and commerciU films.

b)Read regularly:-

i.Newspapersouch as Baraza ,Taifa,N5tion,E.A.Standard

and any others that are available.

ii.Magazines and ,journals,preferably those on local

and national themes,sUch as the Reporterlthe Kenya

Teacher,the Fenya Education Journal,Inside Kenya,

the Kenya Farmer and others.

iii.More books besides those on social studies.

c)Try to keep yourself up-to-date professionally,by

attending available in-service courses.

d)Try to expand your academic horizons even to uprade

yourself through external examinations.

e)Try to join and I^rticipate in the activities of:-

i.A known Historical,Geographial or Cultural associa-

tion .

ii.A local Parent or Parent Teacher Association,if any.

f)Try to visit places of educational interest,such as

historical or geographical sites,a location,a county,

a town or provinceoutside your own.

g)Try to own a camera and radio for handy picture taking

and information,respectively.
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1.Traditional Structure.

If we examine the methods and contents that have been

used in teaching social studies in the.lastfifty'years in

Kenya, we-find that they have been teacher centred and

teacher dominate-0. Teacher centred because the teacher

does all the planning,, he gives the orders, and he expects

the children to accept certF.,n patterns of behaviour found
. . .

in the adults. The teacher pours the infbrmation: Children

absorb it. They accept him as the authority. IA this -way,

the children are not involved ip a personal sefiee'in the

learning process..

Now it must be.accepted.th.t there is a great' need"

to let children participate in the.activities that tey
will,be required to handle in adUlt life. 14t this,' the

teacher should not be a dictator, but a guide. Now it

must be accepted that children need to see the relations

which exist between different subjects.

Also during those fifty years or so of education, reading

and reciting has been a popular method of teaching. This

is just "book learning or,as the president of Kenya called

it recently paper education. This kind of teaching seemed

to be the beginning and the end of education.

It must now be accepted that book learning is only part

of education. The greater part of education lies outside

the books. It lies in meeting the real people and the real

environment; it lies in the ability of the children to

work in groups on problems or topics of interest; it lies

in the effort to help children acquire useful skills; it

lies in helping children to accept ideas from each member

of the group; or3anizising and evaluating the ideas and

information that they gather. Real education lies in

helpinI children to develop disirable concepts and attitudes.

This is real education.

We are all aware that the ty es of methods and contents

provided to children in social studies in the last fifty or

so years, has not fully met this kind of education. In this

time of great social and economic change, children are

expanding their interests and activities outside their

family to the neighbourhood the community and the world.

'That is,therefore1needed are new methods and nor contents

in social studies. Methods and contents that will help

the child in his basic needs of socializing, having a

sense of belonging, developing self- expression, creativity,

and competency. They should to methods and contents that

will develop into children the broader objectives of social

studies. These objectives are: thinking critically and

constructive1y1 oelf aiscipline; cooperativeness in work,
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responsibility. to oneself And others and friendly existence
with others,

Unless we meat children to remain -passive learaerr,

unless we want to continue in our traditional ways .f

teaching,and unless we just want to pass on to children

what was handed down to us in education, then new methods

of teaching social studies, and new contents of social

studies have to be developed. We are strongly

convinced that this is the right time and that the

Primary school is the right place to start this change.

27
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2. 'The Need for Change:

28

One major goal of teaching social studies is to p-epare

boys and, girls to live effectively today and tomorrow.

Today life is not easy. And with the great many changeS

in social, economic and political life takidg place today

in Kenya,.tomorrow's life is not going to. be.easy either.

Social studies deals with people and their environment;

the relationship between people and between people and their

environment. This relationship can only be made clear to

children if they are made to see ttr relationships between

problems of man and his environment, and the relationships

that exist between ideas from different subject areas.

So far the teaching of social studies has been done

in terms of teachinl; geography, history and civics as a group

of subject, but very much unrelated. Thus the geography

teacher rarely knows what the history teacher is doing.

Quite often he sees no connection between geography and history;

he sees little or no connection between geographical,

sociological and economic factors. Apparently, this is not

the teacher's fault. It is rather the fault of the whole

approach to the teaching of social studies. Teaching

subjects rather than concepts and relationships,' problems

and changes of the subject matter of these subjectsand

hew they affect ann.

The reasons for seeing concepts and relationships is

that it helps in solving problems. In real life me nre

confronted with problems or situations. In order to solve

the problem, or learn about situation, we first observe

the characteristics of the problen. Then we carefully record

the information we observe. After this we can play around

with the data and plan for action. In real life problems

cut across many subject areas. What is reauirel fl solving

problems is not merely the possession of knowledge from

those many subjects, but the ability to intergrate that

knowledge;the ability to draw conclueimULAL and relationships

which can be used in solving the problems.. Thus there

is a need of adopting a new approach to the teaching of

social studies. This approach should cut across many subjects,

and should not merely be concerned with teaching isolated

subjects. It should be an intergrated approach.

An intergrated approach to teaching social studies is

also justified by another factor. The learner himself. Think

about the Primary school child. de ponsessea Certain characte-

ristics. For example, he sees I:he world around him in wholes.

Teaching him isolated subjects is not realistic. The

questions often touch may (UM:front subjects. His
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immediate concern is to have answers to his quistion'S.
A child too has a curiosity and interest in things around
him. If he -is guided to find aaswers.aud investtmate
things around himself, there is real satisfaction and
learning.

-a
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54 Beason for Itiegratiow.

Because hitherto, the teaching of social studies has
been done by :teaching separate subjects, e.g. geography,

history and civics,_ the teachers of geography hardly know

what the teachers of history are teaching. Most of the time

they do not bot'oer to know. What happens then, if a teacher

is asked, by a child, a question in a history lesson?

It may just happen that the question is more of geography

than history. So the teacher tel's the child to ask his

geography teacher, or simp24, sayNto him "You are'out of the

subject. "In this case the teadher is afraid to cross his

line of subject matter and the child will remain confused

and disgusted. This attitude hinders or kills the child's

interest for learning. If, on the other hand, the integrated

approach wore followed, this kind of reaction would not

occur.

There is another reason that convinces us to try the

integrated approach to the teaching of social studies.

Think of ,Kenya as one nation with many tribes and .peoples

of other nationalities of origin. We are all faced with: -

a) Economic problems; such us trying to improve animal

farming, crop farming and bettering our means of

communication.

b) Social problems; such as eliminating vagrants, making

our lives better by improving health facilities.

c) Political problems; such as achieving national unity

and advancement.

Each of these problems cannot be seen in isolation. Vagrants

are there because they are either lazy or have no means

of earning a livelihood.

In order 'to solve the vagrants'.promlem in a better

way, one has to consider the social, economic and political

reasons which caPse vagrants. By so doing one can then

find solutions.

But if one tried to isolate the problems,: solutions would

be difficult. Why then should the knowledge of the areas

or subjects from which problems come be separated?
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been

There is no reason, except it has alwayadonlikethat, ,

BUt it .has been the best. Therefore a.,ohilige is needed..

Since we-gained independence in East Africa; we have

been looking for a political union, and through the Us-b.-African

community,- an economic union. The political union or federation

and the edonomiC union of East Africa will mean putting

together our ideas about society, economics, polities ='

and gebgraphy. We cannot achieve federation by treating

these areas separetely. The best way to achieve a strong

union, is to make the future generations see the. relationships

between the knowledge of the different subjects in social

studies. We cannot do this by teaching isolated subjects,

but by. integrating the knowledge of these subjects.

Vie have also said, at .the beginning of this guide, that

the field of social studies ie large. Consequently, it

would be impossible to teach children all the subjects in

this field without using the integrated approach which

we believe will impart much more knowledge of these subjects

in the subject "social.studies"; that we are cuncernad with

at the moment.

The last reason, shown in the diagram below, simply

combines' all the reasons that have been given in this guide).

for integrating the subjects in social studies. When we

talk about social studies, we are talking about the subjects

in social, political and economic aspects, of our lives.

Thiais shown in the diagram by the three circles standing

for social, economic and political areas. These circles

are so interlockedIthat none of them c!$.n fall from the others.

But if one is removed, from the diagram, the other two will

fall apart!

31
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Fig. 4:: Illustrates the social studies curriculum.

E: Economic and Geographical Subjects.

P: Political and Civic Subjects.

S: Socialogical Subjects.

This is the way you should look at social studies. The whole

diagram represents the social studies curriculum and the subjects

in.it. These subjects interlock. Just as you cannot look at any

one circle in this diagram without seeing the other two, so also

you cannot look at any one social studies subject:or teach.it

without relating it to the other subjects in this area. If you

did so, it would be as if_ you removed that subject and the

others fell apart. Yet this is what we have been doing in the

last fifty years. We should now start teaching related ideas

and relationships of knowledse in the social studies. One way

of doing this is by integration the social, studies curriculum.

We. have faz. too -long stuck to traditional teaching. Teaching

isolated subjects in social studies,certainlypmakes work easier

for the teacherpbecause he has to learn-only one subject. But
&MA

quits_A , for the child, it means learning pieces of information
,

and memorizing facts separately. It has not-encouraged real

and meaningful learning. It has not helped greatly in solving

our daily problems resulting from social,. economic and.political

changes. This is why this method must now bo 4hanged, and a new

approach tried.

32
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4. Method of Approach:

A.The Methods used in teaching social studies will vary and

will be determined by:-

a) The nature of the topic.

b) Needs of the indivi.ual and Tillie group.

c) The variety in activities yaat,have.to be done.

d) The experiences of-the "ilidividuai and the group.

%Some methods and activities will be:-

a) Oral:

i. Asking and answering questions.

ii. Telling about other people.

iii* Giving directions.

iv. Interviewing others.

b) Written: Keeping picture notebook..

e) Listening to:

i, A radioeandmusic from other tribes.

ii. A visitor.

iii. Other children.

iv. The teacher.ii..,.-

d) Visual:

i. Looking Rt a picture..?

ii. Looking at a drawing.

iii. Observing.a model.

iv. '.latching .a socio-drama.

v. Miming or Dramatization.

e) Service:-

i.Helping Other.

ii. Taking care of other children?-

iii. Taking part in clean up.

.f) Art and Crafts:

i. Making pictures.

ii. Making maps.

iii, Making pupets..

iv. Making toys.

v. Making models.

iv. Doing a local dance.
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5. Specific Example.

A.TLe following suggestive steps are intended to 'show how an
deat

intersrated approach- may be with in teaching'sbcial

studies at std.rleVel:-

a) Choice of topic should be one that relates to immediate

physical and human environment.

b) Areas that favour children's interest.

c) Areas that suit children's exploration.

d) Suitable concepts that can be developed from areas

of interest.

e) Suitable skills that can be developed from areas

of interest.

f) Suitable followup activities that can be applied.

B.The market: as a topic, for std.I, developed to illustrate

the possible:-

I. Areas of interest:

a) People.

b) Gbods, familiar and peculiar objects.

b) Buildings.

c) Natural environment.

II.Areas of study:

a) The peo,Ae.

i. Men or women.

ii. lay of dressing.

iii. PhysicalCharacteristics.

iv. Where they come from.

v. How they come to the market( on foot, on animal

back or on vehicles).

b) Goode of trade:

i. Vegetables and fruits.

Grains

iii. Other food stuffs.

.iv, Animals and birds. .

v.:Objects (utencile and other containers,

implements and tool0). 34
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c) Physical aspects of the market.

i. Where it is located.

Noticeable natural features, such as river (s),

lake(s), hill(s) and vegetatipn.

d) How often the market is held.

III. Concepts to be developed.

a) In the local community there are different types

of people who depend on one another, because they

have different needs.

b) The exchange of goods in the marked. is a direct

result of this interdependance.

c) Interdependance cause many othrer economic activities:

i. Growing of different crops, by some people, for

exchange.

ii. Making of toosi and implements, utencils and

other containers by others for exchange.

d) The market is not always near our homes.

Therefore, we have to find means of r.retting there.

Hence, distance necessitates means of communication

and transportation of goods (roads, bridges and

vehicles).
to

. e) Because the market may be far, people gpoand leave

it at a particular time.

f) Because the market is in a hot or cold area,.the

people wear light or heavy clothee7.

g) Because there are no roads to the market, people go

there on foot and use animals' to carry goods to it

(cause effect relationship).

W. Skills to be developed.
V.Followup activity.

a) Observing.
a)Model and map making.

b) Recording.
b)Play and folk tales about

c) Communicating,
marketing.

d) Analysints.
C)Growing cash craps.

e) Maping.
d)Word building.

f) Reading. e)Dramatising market scenes.



6. Teacher Activities.

a) List advantages that you have found in teaching single

subjects such as geography, civics history.

i.

iv.

v.

b) That in your view are the disadvantage's of teaching

history, geography and civics to primary school childven

us separatek:;. subjects?..

is ---

ii.

0111.111,

ft

iv,

v.

c) That meaning .did you give to the term.'social studies'

before you read this guide?

d) 1TavE you over tried cnY new apprOach to teaching the

subjects geography or history or civics during your

teaching career other than thestethods you learned in College?

If so give-a brief mention of it here.

111.1

e) In present day Kenya, changes are coming faster than

we can cope with. But if we are to progress, we must

make changes part of our life.

i. Do you consider yourself a traditionalist and

opposed to changes? 34
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U. Do you consider yourself incained to accept changes
readily?

iii. If your answer in (a) or (b) is yesozno, give your.

views. brien.y.
. -

f) Think out some ideas, and concepts in social studies and

list theirhereis'exaMpies

1.,-Anthropology.

its Sociology.

Philosophy.

iv.Literature.

ISIIMI=1011M.

41=0111=01.=m1,

V, GeograrAly:
V

vi. Art.

vii. Religion.

1.
...11111.101116

a.
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viii. _History,

ix. Economics.

. .

g) Try to recallyour past eXperienCeinteaOhinggeography,;:p.

history or civics.

i. Do you think there was a specific philosophy of

teaching these subjects?

ii. If, in your opinion, there wasn't any, did you try
_ .

to forn any to guide you?

iii. List some principles or philosophies you observe

in the course of a 12ormal teaching day.(e.g.
- -

when I enter the classroom, children have to stand

up. Why?)

iv..., List a few topics you have taught in- geography,

_history_or

Or

V. What were your aims in planning lessons for these

topics?...

38
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vi..-Do your aims agree with major-aspects of teaching

-social studies in Section I7?-
...

vii. If they don't what would you have done to improve them?

any four topics in any of the social studies subjects

and give ypur aims for them.

ix. Give some examples of each of the following major aims

of teaching social studies:-

Eeha;tiour:

A ttitudes:

Knowledge
wrwas=o1.

am01.111111111.m.,

AMI1101180.111MANIMOBOMINMINN.MIM.D
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h) Under each heading-below, list some of the changes that

have taken'plifce, in recent years, in your community.

i.

11111111 10

ii. Economic.

i) Has the'preeent'syllabus of social studies subjects helped

to p.::.1pare boys and girls to meet these changes?

j) In what ways do you think social studios should 'se used

to help boys and Girls 2repare themselves to meet the

changes you have listed in (h) above.

i.

.110111MINIM11111101.11IMMEI

.10101111.111111111111111
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k)

3?

R) If, in your own countrylyou'havb the responsibility of

preparing a-guide to-:a sectibi of the' "std .I social

studies syllabus; give-ah outlihe of 41ie main ideas

and concepts that'should-ba brought out in the topic
II Our community".

i. Main ideas.'

U. Concepts.

I) Take any one social studies subject listld in section

1.4 and, from it, &vadat) a tonic. Usingthe information

in section 111.3, list some methods you would use.to

teach it.

i. Topic.

ii. Methods

m) If you have any lath.Irr methbls,' apart Troththose listed

in section IT.4, write thed hare

011,
401.1001.11111110111111111111111.1MMOMMOINI."

.11
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n) Choose a suitable topic for std.I and; using the fornat

given in section III.5.B, develoo it, thus:-

Thpie.

IMMIIMWEN1111M.

ii. Area of intrest to children.

INNONMMIN/No

iii. Arla of study.

iv. Concepts to be developed:

iNIMINNONIMN11100,

iNMNIWINNONN 4WWWWWINMWM

INION/MMONNINNINWINNINI

AMMIIIMMINNNONNN

MIN NINNOWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWINAWNWINMNOWN

12
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IOW 0

Okills that can be developed

....
vi.Activities the can be done.

.../110100.

43
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1. General Outline.

a) The school.

i. What it is.

ii. Habit and social orientation.

b) Ttii home.

i. What it is.

ii. The functions and contributions of its

merbers.

c) The community and its neighbourhood.

i. What it is.

ii. Its features.

iii. The functions and contributions of its

members.

d) The national herita3e.

i. Our national flag.

ii. Our national anthem.

iii. Our Aat:i. holidays.

iv. Our spirit of harambee.

v. Our country.

vi. Our culture and traditions.

95
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46
2. Detailed outline.

At this sta,:e of preparation, it is not considered

possible to portion this syllabus into terms before actual

experimentation and evaluation is fully carried out.

However, the whole programme outlined here is intended to

cover one year of std.I course. It is hoped that each

individual teacher is free to use his own methods of approach

in dealing with this nrogramme; methods that are better

applicable to his own area and suitable for the children

he is teaching. Those given in Section IV,5 are only

suggestive at this stage and are open for Chane during the

process of experimentation and evaluation. Only simple

concepts and activities of the following centres of interest

should 'le developed, avoiding elaborate ones that are

beyond the children's interest and understanding.

a) The school.

i. What it is.

Its physical aspects: the building and simple

physical environment.

Its human aspects: the teachers, the pupils

and other people associated with this school.

e.g. parents, school commits°, caretakers,

nurses and guards.

ii. Habit and social orientation.

The role the school as a primary social

i :stitution charged with the resposibility

of bringing up young boys and girls into

responsible, respectful and acceptable

members of their community.

b) The home.

i, What it is.

Its physical aspects: the homestead and

simple natural environment.

Its human environment: the members of the

family and their contribution to the whole
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family.

c) The community.

i. What it is.

Its extent or area of operation.

Its human environment.

ii. Its features.

Its natural features: the hills, rivers,, forests,

and dry areas.

iii. The functions and contribution of its aembers.

Its activities: self help projects, building

of schools, bridles, roads, health centres and

others.

d) The national heritage.

i. Our nation:11 flag.

.Practice of respect and its colours.

ii. Our national anthem.

Practice of respect nnd its meaning.

iii. Our national holidays.

That they are, their origin.

iv. Our spirit of Harambee.

Its meaning and application.

v. Our country.

Her leader: our presicent.

A very simple illustrat:,-e account of her

prominent features, her people and their

main activ .03.

vi. Our culture and traditions.

Acceptable customs.

Stories about our traditional past.

Traditional senc*.s and dances.

Simple traditional poems and riddles,

47
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3. Aim and Scope.

The .foregoing syllabus is specifically aimed at

familiarising the child with his immediate environment at

this stage of his growth. Through simple activities in the

centre3 of interest therein, the child will gradually

socialize and acquire Imsic skills which he will use as he

moves to higher classes.

The contents of this syllabus have been drawn up after

carrying out a countrywide survey of the programs in the

nursery centres end comparing the findings with the individual

views from the primary school teachers who have been and

are currently teaching social studies subjects. In drawing

up this syllabus, three factors were kept in mind:-

a)To establish formal social studies teaching in stds.

I and II, so as to give the child early opportunity

to form, acquire and learn social attitudes, skills

and knowledge.

b)To cater for the need to chance the curriculum to suit

our needs and interests of the children.

c)To keep within the educational principle of teaching

from known to unknown.

In units I to IV of setion IV.5, suggestions are made

to the teacher as to how to approach each topic. But he

is at liberty to plan his lessons in what he considers to

be the best methods of approach in his area and for his

class. Re will not be expected to keep a class record.

Insteadohe will be involved in the comprehensive evaluation

activities explained in section V. of this guide.
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4. The Overview.

In considering social studies, those concepts of Kenya

cultural heritage, activities and environment, with which

the Kenya child comes into daily contact, should be emphasised,

in the simplest way possible, during the first years of

formal learning. The followin:3 concepts or centres of

interest should form the themes ofemphasis:

a) 112_20221. At this stage of child development, we

find that the school begins to resume a unique role

comparable to that of the home in many respects. The

child's centre of interest shifts from home to school.

He begins to socialie and 'cculturate himself outside

the radius of his home. He spends more than half

of his active time developing his skills and growing

into what he will be in the school environment. It

is, therefore, important that the child should know

what this new environment is. What it does for him

as an individual, and as a member of his school.

b) Thy, Home. This is the basic social unit cf all man

kind. Its roll is basically the same the world over,

though the functions of the different members will

vary from community to community and from society to

society. In ';his unit, relationships, cooperation

and provision in home are to be considered. Today,

ns in the past, parents continue to be the chief

providers of the basic necessities of our ways of

life. This is an economic fact of life in Kenya.

It should be ewphasi'led. The ways by which these

necessities arc obtain.-)d will vary because people

and their natural environment differ.

49
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c) The Community. As the child's experiences broaden from

home to school, the child begins to note that the

radius of his environment also eroadens. There will

be more homes around him; more schools around his own;

more families and more land. These features will

few, the community of which the child is a member.

This should 'ea the time when the child is introduced

to the basic skills in social studies through simple

d6ramatic maps, modelling and exploration of the

environment. Before the chili can appreciRte the

interdependence of tne wider community, he should

understand that of his nim community and environment.

d) National Herite-a. No nation can bo worth the name

unless it hfts a heritige of its own, maintains it

and is proud of it. One role of social studies

is to acculturee !:ho your child into that heritage

and to socialise him 30 as to help him acquire the

right tre of patriotic ,,mtionalism, citizenship and

attitOes through such thin ;s as ellosisnco and r3sut c°

to national syrnole or emblems, laws and

institutions; respect and love ''or our n.!tional

and cultural events and occnsiorn; !mowlerlge and

respect !'or C".:11- country our lenders.
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1.Introductoryjiete.

52.

Putting into account r7eneral phylosophy of life send

of oducetion, tho aforegoing. Sections of this guile have

akempted to cleriPy not only the :17losophy of social studies

te:zchingibut also the resultant-objectives of this over., all

phylosophy. The idea of social studies teeching in our

country telly is new and is just on the making.

In constrecting a social studies program, however, there

remains 1 significant task of:-

e)Determining the tyee of content reterial suitable for

standard one.

b)Determining the type of coLtent meterial to be regarded

to compulsory or nelective.

c; )etermining the ae:ount of freeden to be given the

social studiee teacher in effe,ting the social studios

pro .;rom.

d)Determining the type If °trier experienaes releeed to

the v:cial studiee ortyrren to he erranged vithin the

school.

These guide linen r,fleet n conscious opinion in developing

a fairly efrective curriculum in the social studies. They

are the ones indeed thet necessitated the primary schools

survey which wes intended to involve the cleceroom teachers

in the general framewo& of curriculum development in tbe

social studies. "Jihy involve teachArs?

e)Becauee they e,7e the on who convey curriculum meneage

to the children, crel. are, therefore, beet tblo to assess

the suitebility af messago to the children and the

children's rection to it.

b)They are the ones who interpret the written materiAls srd

decide on !;he suitauility.

c)They are tJle orv:s w:ao deciA4. on the aims of daily lessons

ui the r-!lired
13

d)They 1-0 the ona!I who tetch,r_nd itAte-tci:ing 1:d iTS

evaultdon that '.1termine9 the lffoGtiveness ttny one

curriculum.

The over-all :Ns:assoont of the totn.1 ideas s siv.In by
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class room tnacher throughout Kenya shos that the social

etuliee program for stand :rd one should be telescoped on the

individual and his immediate environment; that the beginning

of social studies be here and now, h the ordinary affairs

of the individual, of the school, of the home and of the

community. That, on the easis of full participation in

solving problems of their own immediate environment, the

children gradually exten their horizons to include the more

remote.

This approseh to the social studies program is fundamen-

tally sound, puting into account our knowledge of 'tow human

growth and development takes place. Our main concern today

should be with assisting children in me:ting changing condition

s. That is to say, a ore than usual identification with

lire as it is today.

Consequently, children nd teachers alike must study

their total environment, he part of it and ee able to evaluate

its many aspects, for it is only through such identification

can there be constructive participation in making their own

environn, better place to live in.

Simple concepts on the communit:, knd our national

heritage will be evelooed Iradunlly through practical

activities, visits md erectice. The uriteri<;1 that follown

this, presents only t general pattern of reeeduro for std.I.

Ttla guide is intended to stimutate fu-ther horizons of

study in this field of social studies and to contribute

to the development of more efrective weys of thinking and

solving problem by children.
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Content Material 56. a)
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2. The Teacher.

As a member of his community, tae social studies teacher
has a very important responsibility of moulding the mind
and channeling desireable social behaviour of the children
entrusted to him by the Community. He does this by
establishing in the school, effective learning situations
which, by their nature, demand that children should make
their choices and get.involved in problem solving activities
that will help them develop deeper understanding of social
values and ex?eriences.

So, to be able to guide the children effectively.toward

their social goal, the social studies teacher should have,

among other things, the following characteristics which he

can acquire through constant practice geared at im)roving and

making an effective

(See also Section I.9 .and II 6.)

a) He should equip himself with sufficient content

Material b7:-

i.Collecting any useful.iformation from any-source

to broaden his and to keep himself up to

date with the current affairs affecting the

children's ccoutunity.

ii.Reading much about the past, present and" future

activities of the children's Community so as to

be able to guide them co.apetently.

iii.Travelling widely within the children's Community

and its nei&abcurheoaJ collecting information

from di.:2erent knowledgeable individuals or

organisations, to be able to understand better

than the children tnemselves.

b) He should have a hAsiacapmand gcreatiatEALL-

i.Being able to imagine and to act quickly and

reasonably to be able to stimulate and to make

..children enthusiastic in their daily activities.

ii,Realising that part of the social studies content

is like actors full of different activities.

iii.Using a variety of metnods to recreate situations

in which children learn best about their envirot-

ment and community.

sRuali^i17.thlt he canuot be crlative in every

period, :tit that his imagination will produce

provocative results.

c) He should be curious to know more bv-

i.Beingeager to prove new ideas and to'extend

his own horizons of knowledge and that of 'his

pupils.

ii.Not allowing hi.lself to be content with the method

see has acquired in college, but to be inventful

all the time.
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iii.ixploring and doing more on the spot research

regarding social studies corntent material that

actually excist within the children's reach.

iv.Collecting and keeping -epords of useful relavant

picture, speeches and such like iAformation for

the purpose of suplementing his teaching. material.

d) He should have a high degree of confidence by:-

LTrusting his guidance to be able to guide the.'

children with confidence.-

1--tr:ealising his short comings and being able to'.

trust and trace reliable source of information.

iii,3topping worrying about ,.materials without doing

anything about them. The time taken to worry

can serve a useful purpose of colleoting._

inforamtion from reliable sources or making them.

e) He should take most care of

LThe childre he teachs aad take interest in seing

them grow into polite .yid successful youths in

their community.

iii7hat he teaches the children and how he guides

them to4ards their goals.

iii.Making the school atmosphere and learning

situations very pleasant and conducive to the

children so as to make them feel secure and homely

to participate poe.tively.

iv.Being ready to endure children's failures and

mischief in an attempt to winning their attention

for cane to better performance.

'Rebuking wrong doer l' or the sake of rebuking

does not cure the s:.tuation,

f) He should acquire a talent of sound command in

communication:-

LT° be able to utilize his methods partly by

contasion and partly by the developrient of

creative skills

ii.To be able to pass his khowled7e and experiences

over to the pupils in a manner that quickly effects

possible change.

iiii.To make big ideas and generalisations concrete

and clear to tAe pupils.

g) He should be devotedl:v committed to his work:-

1,To ensure that knowledle imparted serves a useful

purpose. i.e. It halps pupils to become batter

persons who will help their community in its

struggle for attaining higher social standards

of living and thinking.

ii.TO be constantly conscious of 11:i. s rosoon,4ibility
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to the commmity and tr- to do his best.

h) In the li ht of the afore oincr characteristics,

the teacher should be best able:-

i.To influence and to involve the people around

him.

ii.To excite nd arouse the people around him.

iii.TO stimulate and urge the people round him to

greater efforts and to more s.arching examinfltion.

iv.To expose their unwanted fears, to praise and

to make them proud not only of themselves, but

also of their achievements.
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1. Characteristics.

In order to be a more effective teacher, it is necessary

to know something about the child with whom you will be

dealing. You will ne:d to know something about his physical

characteristics; something about his mental characteristics,

and something about his emotional charateristics. The

knowledge about his charateristics will help you to guide the

child better towards achieving aims of social studies. These

are, behaviour attitules, skills, and knowledge.

Children are naturally interested in many things. They

love to.look and play with bright colours:. They like to

climb trees and pluck flowers. They also like to play with

small objects around them. As they do so, they leern a great

deal and gain expriences from these. This learning can be

more productive and fun if you as their teacher, give them

proper guidaace, show them love and sympathy and be friendly

to than. In working with children therefore, let them feel

free to explo:e their environment and to express themselves.

Give simple and clear rules and directives. Above all, be

tolerent, considerate and encouranginF. at all times.

Child psycholoeists, that is people who study the growth

and behaviour of chill,ren,hive found many interesting things

about children. It is not possible to tell you all of these

4-hings in a short guile like thins. Therefore, a few of them

which will be most useful to you as a teacher of young child-

ren social studies, are listed below. Most children enter

Primary I at the of six or six plus. Among other things

children at this zact display the following:

a) Mental characteristics.

i. 7uestioning attitude.

ii. Not being able to -wake decissions readily.

iii. Can recall pant events and form time concepts.

iv. Like to know real things, though they are still

in the fancy stare.

b) Social characteristics.

i. Like to be with children of their own age.

ii. Like to play in small groups.

iii. Like to excell in everything.

iv. May -t times became timid and shy.

v. Their interests begin to dif2er from thoee of the

children of opposite se;.

c) Emotional characteristics.

i. Are argumentative and domineering.

ii. Want to be praieA. and reject criticism at school,

Hi...Are easily discouraged and avoid difficult

situations.
60
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(d),They are full of fun.

(e) may not find it easy to adapt himself to the teach-

er-school environment and to the parent-home envi-

ronment at the same time.

These characteristics of young children have certain

implications for teaching. The notes and guides to the topics

in'the subsections that follow are intended to provide

suggestions in the direction of the characteristics that

have been discussed here.

1
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2. Individual Differences.

The aforegoing different characteristics account very much

for the zhildren's individual differences, which are clearly

noticed in their learning processes and in their free activ-

ities within the school

In your class you have so many individuals. In physical

appearance, no two are alike. Some are fit; others, handcap-

ped. In their social stavusl,some come from well-to-do homes,

others from poor ones. Some will be bright; others, dull.

Some quiet and submissive; others, talkative, actively play-

ful and even agressive. Some of these children can easily ad-

just themselves to 6he school environment than others. Each

individual reveals his own distinctive characteristics.

As a teacher, you should make it your business to recog-

nize individual differences in your children to help them

grow mentally, emotionally, socially and to expose them to

a better atmosphere to acquire the basic social studies

skills more effectively.If you assess these children's per-

formance in their various activities, you will find fhat

they differ, not only in their abilitic3, but also in their

achievement. On the other hand, if you observe the same child-

ren out of doors, (and away from classroom influence) at

their own homes, you will discover their real self. You will

for i stance find that some children like to:

0) Be in a company of others, while others like to be

alone

-b)L.)bave differently from the way they behave when

they are in the classroom

c)Identify themselves with a certain age group freely

and happily, while others mix naturally with their

age group

d) lose temper easily over a small issue, while others

will get a great deal of fun from the same issue.

If you study your children further, in different situati-

ons you will be able to make aggregate conclusions that they

differ physically, temperamentally, and intellectually; and

that these differences are accentuated by differences in age,

sex, mental stability, social environment, emotional influe-

nce, family background, and teacher-child relationship.

There are other areas of idividual differences that you

need to put into account in making your conclusions:

a) Some children are better and able in particular

skills than others 62
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b) Some children come from communities or parents

with:

i. A better developed social status than others.

'it A better developed economic background than

others,

iii. A different traditional culture from others.

c) Some.children reveal percullar behaviour far

different from the expected.

To get a general understanding of the children you are

going to deal with, to discover the common difficulties

retarding their learning capacities and so to be able to

help them, it is essential that you have a knowledge of

the differences among these children.
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4. Teaching Aids.

In the continued search for quality teaching, visual

aids materials play a significant role. In the previous

Sections an attempt has been made to discuss briefly the

wide range of social studies, and the diversities of the

children that you will be dealing with. Learning in this

field by these young children will be achieved through

many ways. Therefore a variety of materials will be needed.

As a teacher of this children you will have to explore

many ways of using these visual aids materials.In your att-

empt to use them you will find that there are many ways

of using them. It is your job to find as many suitable

uses for them as you can. In this way you will become. re-a-

ourceful. Your own imagination in using these aids, will,

it is hoped, encourage children to participate in the de-

velopment of new and imaginative days of using materials

in a creative approach to problem solving.

Visual aids Materials, it is true, enhance teaching and

learning. But by themselves they do not teach any more than

a knife in the hands'. of an unskilled man would produce a

piece of art from a piece of wood. Knowing how to operate

or display a visual aid does assure effective use of it.

It is the application and imaginative use of it that brings

the greatest uee and learning.

One type of visual aid material which has been suggest-

ed in this guide (see Section IV Unit II) is the field trip.

A field trip could be a purposeless use of visual aid mat-

erial, thus resulting in.little learning. But a well plan-

ned field trip in the direction of an observant teacher,

can strengthen learning and bring about the type of learning

advocated throughout in this guide. -A field trip among other

things will:

e) Take children to the real things,

0 Sharpen their observation.

c) Show events and situations in their natural setting.

d) Introduce the community and Its recources and problems

to the pupils.

e) Demand follow-up activities,

f) El'ing the school and the community together,

g) Eelee,:e formal abstract learning to the real world

of children's experiences,

h) Expand children's background and understanding,
i) Extend knowledge and information in a motivated way.

J) Bring about a natural intergrated approach in teaching

procedulcs and subjects.
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Another example of visual aids ma-f-rial use is the

Community Resources. A community has much to offer in terms

of persons, places, and activities that can be and should

be intergrated into the school program. If the school dis-

covers these resources end alerts teachers to them, it will

a) Expand and sharpen children's learning

o) Bring a closer relationship between the individual,

the community and the school.

When the school and the community work hand in band to

integrate the best and worthwhile features of the community

into the curriculum - be they in the area of culture, his-

tory, music, traditions, agriculture, or social problems,

etc.- the school programs are certainly made richer, and the

individuals and the places concerned given a sense of worth-

while contribution to the educational program.
another

Graphic materials is important field of visual

aids materials. These include maps,diagrams, drawings,

pictures, and charts. This is an important field because

it is closely related to and grows out of specific

teaching situations and it can also involve a great deal of

child preparation and activity.

Graphic materials use is difficult for children because

these materials are symbolic. But they are essential in

showing such concepts as:

a) Relationships oetween objects

b) Summarizing information

c) visualizing abstract ideas such as distance, direction,

shape, size, area and location.

These are only a few examples of visual aids materials

that will easily come within your reach and means. Yours

will be to search, invent, test and use different visual

aids. For it will be from you that teacher tested ideas

that can be recorded and used, come. But remember, do

not overdo it!
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1. What It Means

In order to be able to tell the success or failure of the

experimental material, we will have to ask ourselves: have we

achieved what we aimed at? We will want to know if the l3arner

has changed in terms of knowledge; manual skills; attitudes;

behaviour and social adjustment. Answering these questions means

we are evaluating the program. In order to do this, ,we will need

to keep a systematic record of the effect of this material on

c4ildren in terms of, knowledge, akills, attitudes and behaviour,

Only then can we tell how effective our material is; only then can

we tell the shortcomings of it. And this is the whole aim: to find

the weakeness of the syllabus in order to improve on it. In this

way we can bring more meaningful and effective learning. The process

itself is not going to be easy. It is going to be a continuous one.

It will demand a lot of hard work from you. It will also demand a

lot of patience from you. But it will be an indispensable part of

the experimental syllabus. It is part and parcel of curriculum de-

velopment and improvement. Curriculum development is a big operat-

ion. It means doing things such as writing syllabuses; including

new subjects in the curriculum; writing new books and new materials;

training new levels of teachers, etc. Improving the curriculum means

making better what has been developed in accordance with the changes

of the time. For example the retraining of the old teachers and evl-

uating a program in the schools are two ways of improving the curri-

culum. This is why you as a teacher are an indispensable part in

curriculum development and improvement.
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2. Participants

Let us suppose that you are a farmer living in Nyeri. Let us

also suppose that you want to grow cocoa on your farm. For one thing,

you, as a farmer, know that cocoa has rever been grown in Nyeri. Your

first task then is to find the conditions needed for growing cocoa

in Nyeri. In this process you will ask yourself thual "Is the

climate in Nyeri suitable for the growth of cocoa? Is the mineral

soil on my farm suitable for the growth of cocoa? Now much water

in the soil does cocoa need to grow well? If I grow cocoa will I

become a better farmer economically? /here and for how much shall I

sell my cocoa?" The sensible farmer will surely ask himself these

sensible questions before planting cocoa. ; /hen he does so, he is

evaluating the conditions required for growing cocoa. Similarly,

a wise educator should ask himself questions relevant to his

educational programm es.

But let us aseume that the farmer planted the cocoa and that

he harvested good crop. He can either sit contented with that

harvest or he can begin to ask himself more questions and make

further plans that will enable him to harvest more cocoa in the

next harvest season. If the farmer chooses the lattPr.course, he

is a wiser one, for he is on the way to becoming A becter farmer.

And so it should be in education, and the educational programs

that are developed. With thaned syllabus and the new approach to

the teaehing of social studiest it is as if we are putting a new

crop under new conditions of growth- the children. These children

are in a new environment quite different from the one we grew in.

They are faced with new problems. .For these reasons they will

react in a different way. If we ask ourselves relevant qUestions

about the eonditionsof the children and their reactions in the .

_ - -

new environment, we can tell weather the farm '(children) has yield -

ed a better crop in terms of our aims and goals of teaching social

studies. This is the meaning of evaluatinE the program.

For the evaluation to be fully carried out, five different

people will be involved:-

a)The teacher, who will: -

i. Conduct the lesson and modify it to suit area and class.

ii..Contribute directly to curriculum development by his

.criticisms of the experimental syllabus.

iii. Keep a progressive record of evaluation based on the

5Ps formula designed for evaluation of social studies

experimental materials (see Section v.3).

b)The pupil who will: -

1. Be a partner in the development of the lessons.

ii. Respond to the effect of the program.

c)The school administrators who will: -

i. Provide the experimental schools.

ii. Assist in supervision.
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iii. Make comments and suggestions to the program,

d)The lay man who:-

As a citizen will be interested in knowing what the

school does for his child and the community.

e)The curriculum worker who will:.

Cooperate with the above people in order to

improve school programs.

ii. Develop the experimental materials.

Take part in the developliant at the syllabuses.

iv. Want to know the effectivenesi of the materials on the

learners.

Each one of the above persons will have his/her specific

role to play in this process of evaluation, Unless they do sot,

the evaluatioi will be incomplete. Now, let us consider the

conditions that will be evaluated in order to find out how the

child responds and the effectiveness of the materials,
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During the experimental stage five items will be evaluated,

using the formula SS.D=TE5P in which

SS stands for Social Studies,

D stands for Development,

TE stands for Testing and Evaluation

5P stands for the 5 items to be evaluated.

each of which begins With a P.

The 5 items to be evaluated are;-

a) Program: which itvolves:-

i. The contents (Topics).

ii. Suitability cd contents to children.

iii. The timing of contents in relation to children's

age and readiness to. learning.

b) Provision: which involves:-

i. The working space.

ii. Equipment and teaching aids.

iii. the iesson materials.

iv. The social and physical atmosphere in the school.

c) Proc.Idure: which involves: -

i. The methods of approach.

ii. The effectiveness of the methods.

d) Product: which involves the finding out whether children

have changed in terms of:-

i. Behaviour,

ii. Attitudes.

iii. Skills to be gained.

iv. New knowledge to be gained.

e) Proeess: which tells us about the methods and principles

of testing and evaluation, and whether these methods

and principles go along with the knowledge we have

about the learner and the learning process itself.
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APPENDIX I.

CRITERIA

A. program

1. Are the contents of the syllabus:

sufficient ?

too many?

too few?

suitable for' children :of std I in Kenya?

E8

Introduced at the right time in the child's

Education.?

. 2. Are the concepts and main Ideas 'too advanced for

std-Lchildren:

Or are they too easy?

3. If the contents are too many or too few, what are

your suggestions?

. If the concepts and, main ideaq...are too difficult or

too simple, what others Wou1d you suggest?

B. Provision:

Is. the classroosatmosphereconducive to learning?

Da-children lee? confident?

Are-they vesfertable?.

Can the room enable indepent or group Work?

Is there'arigid procedure of doing things?

2.
Is the relaildn'Ship between.teacher and pupil

friendly?

Does-the surrounding environment lead to

learning2--------

3. Do the materials used for instruction bring 74
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out concepts and help children to discover relation-

ships between people, and between people and the

environment.

4 Who makes these materials or teaching aids?

5. Is there teacher- pupils planning in making

these materials?

.

.

.

6. What suggestions would. you make to improve the

provision v of materials, and making them more
--

effective?

-C. zrocedure :

*t. thigt methods have been used to convey ideas,

sameepta and materiels to the children?-

2. Have these been:

effective?

slightly effective?

not effective?

any other?

3. Did you use other Methods? Which?

4. Were these more effective.?

E9

5. If the methods used were not effestini what other.--

_....methods could 'be used more effectively?
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A) Products:

1. Children have acquired/not acquired new behaviour. YES.
NO.

HOW?

P. Children have acquires!, /not sCrItared.new attitudes. yES.
NO*

HOW?

3. Children have acquired/not acquired new skills.

HOW?

YES
NO.

4. Children have acquired/not acquired new knowledge. YES
NO.

HOW?

5. There has been a difference of performance between
children. YES

NO
HOW?

6. As a result of this difference in performance I tried to
rrovide the children with varied activities to challenge
the brighter ones and to encourage the dull ones.. YES

HOW ?, ?_

7. Did the activities provided encourage children to expl-
ore things and discover new ideas by themselves? YES .

NO.
HOW?

.

8. From the time the child came to school up to now, would
you say there has been a marked change in his/. social;

intellectual, physical performance?

Say very briefly, how each one of these Ian/ has not
changed.

a)

b)

a)
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E) Process.

1. Have the evaluation measures been varied and used through

observation of children's activities as:

a) individuals? YES
NO

'b) members of groups? YES
NO

2. Has the whole process of learning induced a changed

behaviour in children? YES
NO

3. Has the whole process of learning imparted skills and

demonstrated the use of these-skills? YES
NO

4. Has the process enabled the teacher to keep a progress

report of each child? YES
NO

IL-each of the four questions above, if your answeis yes,

give examples of what the children were not eble to do before

the teaching of these units, and are now doing as a result of the

'teaching of-these units.

a)

e)

a)

If your answer is No, give examples of what children .should

have achieved as a result of teaching these units, but have not

achieved even after the teaching of these units.

b.)

d)
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APPENDIX II

A BLUE PRINT FCR EVALUATING PRODUCTS, ( see section IV.3.d) i-iv)

Aim: The aim of this blue print is.to gather information to find

out how far you, as a teacher, and the child, as a learner, have

achieved the objectives of social studies as discussed in

section I of the Teachers Guide.

Methods: Since some of the objectives and aims of teaching social

studies_can be measured by tests, whereas others cannot be _

so measured, two methods will be used.to find out the

effect of teaching social studies to children: formal and"'

informal.

This means that you have to observe individual children

follow their progress and be able to make full reports on

each one of them. The tables that follow are intended to

help you do this.

NAME OF CHILL:

CLASS

WEEK

TIME OF THE DAY

TABLE ONE: To measure attitudes and Behaviour.-

4111110

time Kos t time' Occasionally Never -----P.

1. Makes a point instead of going

round it. .

2. Can_sceother children's

point of view.

3. Offers suggestions to class.

11.. Takes care of responsibility.

5. s honest mit ot,ers and- wit.

himself.

6. Speaks only when:it is his

turn to do so.
.

7. Abides by majority views or

decisions.
.
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TABLE TWO: To evaluate skills.

All time Most time Occasionally Nevn

1.Child observes things
around him.

- 4

,, 1

2.6en recall things observed.
--.1

1

.

3.Can identify items.
A

4.Can find his direction.
10..-

5.Can understand simple

symbols. - -
6.Can interprate simple.

pictures.

7.Can follow bimple

i instructions. _.,

TABLE THREE: To evalUate Attitudes and Interests.
Find out how children answer certain statements:--"-
Only a few statements are given in this table as an
example to enable you to make more of your own,
relating them to the children's own experiences in

_their environment.

-Like
CHILDREN' -REACTIONI
dislike Yes No

la like to read books.

2.7. would like to be a farmer...

3.1 like to work in my home.

4,My father is the best man.

5.1 like other children.

S.Our teacher always helps us.

TABLE FOUR: To find out how well children have adapted

themselves socially.

'Number Sex At school At Howl

1.My best friend(s).

2.Children I do not like.

3.Have child identify:-

a)Humorous children.

b)Shy children.

c)Children who like to work

alone.

d)Co-operative children.

e)Dependable children.

f)Children who can 'cad.



CHILDREN'S INFORMATION

1. Name of child

2. Sex

APPENDIX III

PART A.

3. Date of birth Age

4. If physically handicaped, haw?

5. Ham the child attended nursery?

6. Name of.nursery

7. Is it a Private ,

Public e.g. Municipal, County nursery?
Self help

.Municipal C. i5i4mary school
is

8. The childAattending Counti.C Primary school

standard I in a Private Ptimary school

Denominational Primary school

9. Name of school _ . County

10. The child entered this school on: day Month year

11. Is his teacher trained?

4

PART B.

FAMILY INFUMATION

1. Father's name Is h-alive?

2. Place of birth

3. Occupation

4. Mother's name Is she alive? 411

5. Place of birth

6. Occupation

1.-

Illegitimate

7. The parents of the child ar Separated

Btothers

8. Number of older Sisters

r- Brothers

9. Number of younger t Sisters
10. Other people living with this family



PART O.

CHILD'S PERSONAL AND SOCIAL DATA.

Neme of -Asa. child

Age Years _Months

Has this child had class- play experience ?_

Where?

How long ?_

Does this child have any talking problems?

What are they?

What usual time does the child go to- bed` ?'

What usual time does the child wake
-
Up?

Does he rest (sleep) during the day/------

What is the approximate intelligence of the child?

average

above-average

below average

Does this child have any special interests

What are they -

Who are his usual.play mates?

Older children

Younger children

Children of his /her age._

Children of hiS/ her sex

Children of opposite-eex._.

Does he play happily with others?

Does he like to play alone?

Does his family have a radio?

E15

DoPs he listen to it?

What programmes does he most listen to?

Does his family have a TV?

Does he we,tch-arty,,grogrammes?
.

Which *nes?

Is watching TV any problem in the home?.

How?

Does the child engage in any of these activities outside schoel? ,

singing

dancing

playing games

The following litobIema,ulay-kapipbeen :noticed at home by the parents

of the child, ar at school:byyou.

Rate each one of them in the appropriate space.

Si



Problems.

Eating.

Sleeping.

Over curious or consci-

ous about sex.

Teasing.

Fighting. &

Cruelty to other

children.

Deliberate destructi-

veness.
-MOD =1111

Jealous of brothers.

Jealous of sisters.

Fear of objects or ani..

mals.

Temper outbursts.

Crying spells.

Excessive day dreaming.

Thumb or finger sucking

Nervous habits.

Dishonesty in telling

the truth.

Dishonesty in taking

things.

Difficult to manage

(i.e. disobedient)

Difficult in getting

along with other

children.

Not 'Mild Serious
Observed

E16

Past Present
Occurence Occurence

4=.

ORD

Is the child ever punished at home?

For what behaviour is he punished?

What kind of punishment is used?
Nemo.= II.

Has this kind of punishment proved useful in correcting his

misbehaviour?

Can the child dress himself properly?

Can ha take care of his toilet needs?

What has been his reaction to LntLring std. I?
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Noteii,- 1. TKese.taies will be expanded
or shortened according to. . . _

your suggestions.

2. You do not have to fill them leveryday. Fill-them-at
least once a fortnight.

3. At the end of each unit, some, kind, of formal:evaluation
may be necessary to find out how far children have acquired new
concepts and how far they oan use the Ocilla,. :they acquire,.

4. These tables are not complete. We have not, for instance,
included one on civic ideas ich will be done ..at the apPropriate
time.

5. If you have any additional ideas for any of these tables,
add them and use them.

If, on the other hand, some items do not produce any responee,
change, or re-write them, or think of another item that is more. _

suitable.
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